Rescheduled - Due to unforeseen circumstances, these works will
now be carried out on Saturday 1 May 2021.
Francis Martin Drive temporary closure and installation
of medical oxygen tank
Works are underway along Francis Martin Drive to construct a new medical oxygen storage facility
and prepare for the installation of a storage tank to increase the essential supply of medical
oxygen to the Randwick Hospitals Campus.
On Saturday 1 May 2021 the following activities will take place:
•

From 6:30am - Delivery of two mobile cranes and equipment to Francis Martin Drive

•

6:30am – 5:00pm - Temporary closure of Francis Martin Drive

What can I expect to see?
A large medical oxygen tank will be delivered to Francis Martin Drive on an oversized truck and be
lifted into the compound by two mobile cranes. To ensure the safety of pedestrians and road users
these activities will take place when expected traffic volumes are reduced.
Traffic control will be in place during the road closure to coordinate traffic diversions and support
safe access and movement of traffic around the Hospitals Campus.
Lighting towers will be used to enable safe unloading of equipment and will be positioned to
minimise impact on surrounding buildings. Electronic variable message signage will also be in
place to provide directional information to road users.
Will hospital access be impacted?
Maintaining hospital and emergency access during this work is our top priority. Vehicle and
pedestrian access to the main Randwick Hospitals Campus entry, including the Prince of Wales
Hospital Emergency Department and Royal Hospital for Women from Barker Street will be strictly
maintained at all times. Traffic controllers will be stationed along Hospital Road and Easy Street to
direct any vehicles requiring emergency access.
Construction delivery trucks will access Francis Martin Drive from Hospital Road and Barker
Street. Hospital Road car park entries, Delivery Drive and the Hospital Campus loading docks will
also remain operational and accessible.
Work may be rescheduled due to unforeseen circumstances or inclement weather. Please
see map over leaf to better understand road and access changes during this work.
We encourage you to get in touch if you have any questions or feedback:
Community Contact 1800 571 866 (24hrs)

randwickcampusredevelpment@health.nsw.gov.au
www.randwickcampusredevelopment.health.nsw.gov.au

Planning for the temporary road closures has occurred in consultation with the Hospital Campus
and key stakeholders.
We thank you for your patience while we expand our world-class health, research and education
facilities.
Indicative map of road changes and access to the Randwick Hospitals Campus
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